Anvil!: The Story of Anvil

In the early seventies, when Led Zeppelin
and Black Sabbath ruled the world, Steve
&#8220;Lips&#8221; Kudlow and Robb
Reiner, two young Jewish boys from the
northern suburbs of Toronto, vowed to
rock together forever. A decade later, their
band Anvil released one of the heaviest
records in music history, Metal on Metal,
which influenced a whole musical
generation, including the world-dominating
bands Metallica, Slayer, and Anthrax. Yet
while these bands went on to sell millions
of records, Anvil slipped straight into
obscurity. Was it too much sex and drugs
and not enough rock &#8216;n&#8217;
roll? Was it the menagerie of pets that
accompanied them on tour? Their uncanny
knack for setting themselves on fire
whenever a record company executive was
watching? Now, almost thirty years later,
like a real-life Spinal Tap, these unlikely
musical heroes are still rocking, and still
chasing their dream. Written in their own
words, Anvil: The Story of Anvil charts the
rise, fall, and eventual triumph of two men
whose indestructible friendship, talent, and
determination took them on a unique
journey in the world of rock. A bittersweet
and frequently hilarious hymn to the
human spirit, played loud in power chords,
it is a story of true brotherly love, living the
dream, and never giving up. Praise for the
film documentary Anvil: The Story of
Anvil:

Get a constantly updating feed of breaking news, fun stories, pics, Anvil is like the Rocky of metal bands, kind of just
puttering around forAnvil!: The Story of Anvil [Lips Reiner, Robb Reiner] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
In the early seventies, when Led Zeppelin and BlackThis documentary follows the pioneering heavy metal act Anvil as
they cope with obsoleteness, recover from a disastrous tour and record a new album. Watch - 81 minAnvil is a heavy
metal band from Canada, formed in 1978. The members of the band are Steve Anvil! has 91 ratings and 8 reviews.
Luke said: Anvil! is the story of the pair of Canuck metalheads behind the three-decades-strong Anvil - a band
whoseFind Anvil: The Story of Anvil at Movies & TV, home of thousands of titles on DVD and Blu-ray.Documentary
Anvil: The Story of Anvil is a movie starring Robb Reiner, Steve Lips Kudlow, and Tiziana Arrigoni. Since 1978, Anvil
has become one of heavy metals most: Anvil: The Story of Anvil: Robb Reiner, Steve Lips Kudlow, Tiziana Anvil!:
The Story of Anvil. Anvil!: The Story of Anvil Paperback. Lips Reiner. Anvil! The Story of Anvil, a documentary
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about three decades in the life of a Spinal Tap-like heavy metal band that even has a drummer - 30 min - Uploaded by
puretubeCant believe no one has ever posted thisfull 30 minute unedited interview with Lars Ulrich, in - 3 min Uploaded by WorksUKTHE STORY OF ANVIL - UK trailer Their band, Anvil, went on to become the demigods of 3 min - Uploaded by StromboMix - The Story of Anvil - A Real Life Spinal TapYouTube. Lars Ulrich Interview from
Anvil About the Canadian metal band Anvil. At 14, Toronto school friends Steve Lips Kudlow and Robb Reiner made a
pact to rock together forever. Their bandI watched Sacha Gervasis wonderful documentary Anvil!: The Story of Anvil
one afternoon and was overcome with a warm and fuzzy feeling I had never felt Anvil! The Story of Anvil is a
documentary about the moderate rise and long, long fall of their band, where musicians in the two other slotsIn the early
seventies, when Led Zeppelin and Black Sabbath ruled the world, Steve Lips Kudlow and Robb Reiner, two young
Jewish boys from the northern The Story of Anvil, a documentary about the two founding members of Since its debut
and positive reception at various film festivals, Anvil!:
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